
Background

A watershed is an area of land where the water drains to a common low point. We name watersheds 
after the waterbody where the water collects, such as the Mississippi River Watershed. Watersheds 
can be as large as the Mississippi River Watershed (the fourth largest in the world), or as small as the 
area of land draining to a small creek in your neighborhood. The video demonstrates rain flowing 
over land, into a river, and to a lake at the lowest point. When it rains on the cornfield on the hill, 
the dots show the water moving either right or left. This high point where the water either goes one 
way or the other is the boundary between two adjacent watersheds, as the water always flows down-
hill.

The video also shows who lives in a watershed and how that can affect the water quality. Every liv-
ing thing lives within a watershed, including humans. How we use the land or what we put on our 
land will affect the water. A cornfield’s loose brown soil can erode into the water, a factory could be 
leaking dangerous chemicals into the water (pink dots), the urban area could be leaking oil or litter 
from the streets, and cows (and other animals) could be pooping in the water which cause bacterial 
problems. Any pollutants that the water obtains moving over the land, anywhere in the watershed, 
will accumulate in the final collection point. 

It is important to understand the quality of our land; how we use it directly affects the quality of our 
water. The video shows the different animals living in the watershed, and like humans, they depend 
on natural resources such as soil and water for survival. There are also vast amounts of living organ-
isms in the soil (e.g. worms and germs) that affect how fertile the soil is and how well water will 
move through and over it. There is no new water on Earth, but instead water is continually moving 
through the water cycle over time. 

Definitions

Conserve: To save or protect
Natural resources: Materials supplied by Earth that living things use 
Pollution: The introduction of materials which harm the quality of the environment
Watershed: An area of land where all the water drains to a common point
Erosion: The movement of small soil (sediment), sand and rock particles carried by water or wind
Chemicals: Products that we use as humans that can pollute our environment

new word wall
Grades k-5

This activity was designed as a companion for the music video “We All Live in a Watershed.”
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instructions

The video, as well as discussions and activities, will introduce the students to new words and concepts. 
Using a wall of the classroom or a bulletin board, the students can display the new words they’ve 
learned.  Each word should have a written definition and be accompanied by pictures they either draw 
or take from magazines to illustrate the word meaning.

New words should be discussed and described before putting on the wall. Brainstorm with the stu-
dents what each word means and an example or picture that describes the meaning. After discussing 
the video, add the words to the wall with pictures or definitions from the students. Finally, ask the 
students what they think they can do to help conserve natural resources.

Conserve – To save or protect. The students can add pictures of what they want to save/protect. 

Natural Resources – Materials supplied by Earth that living things use. Pictures of natural resources 
can include water, soil, animals, plants, sunlight, oil, coal and other mineable materials. 

Pollution - The introduction of materials which harm the quality of the environment. Litter, bacteria 
from human/animal waste, nutrients (fertilizers), chemicals (pesticides and herbicides, household 
cleaning supplies), oil leaks from vehicles, sediment, and any pictures of trash directly in water can 
show ways humans can harm their water quality.

Watershed - An area of land where all the water drains to a common point. A map of the local water-
shed can be displayed as well as a map of the USA that outlines the Mississippi River Watershed. 

Erosion – The movement of small soil (sediment), sand and rock particles carried by water or wind.
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Materials 
Old magazines
Construction paper
Poster boards for each new word
Scissors
Glue
Markers and crayons

Chemicals – Products we use (as humans) that can pollute our environment and can harm living 
things residing there. Pictures of agriculture-related chemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides, house-
hold cleaning supplies, personal care products (soap, shampoo, toothpaste, mouthwash), paints, etc.

What Can You Do?  - Ask the students to think of ways they can conserve a natural resource and use 
words and/or pictures to describe it. Examples include turning the lights, TV, or computer off when 
they leave a room, turning the water off when brushing teeth, reusable water bottles, riding bikes or 
walking, throwing away trash, recycling, planting a tree, and spending time outdoors.


